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TikiWiki is great! Keep up the good work!

My )))TikiWiki(( Sites

ljha.org: v1.9.8.3

aub.com: v1.9.8.3

vamason.org: v1.9.8.3 Using category themes with Andreas09

VirginiaKnightsTemplar.org: v1.9.8.3

Using 1.9.8.3 on internal sites at work.

Separate mirrored Tracker tables tiki_trk_* is much better allowing manual bulk loading, but I've reverted as there are unresolved problems with mirrored trackers.

Getting very excited about 1.10.

Problems

- InterTiki: XMLRPC Error: 403 - Server... Cannot find anymore info on this error.
- article mail-in: only creates title
- wiki mail-in: gets e-mail, but doesn't create object